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Curriculum and Instruction 

Frequently Asked Questions 

 

1. Will items in the student supply kits (ordered from St. Simon) be kept for individual student 

use? 

Yes! In order for us to maintain a safe and healthy classroom environment, we will begin the school 

year with students using their OWN supplies.  

2. Will the St. Simon school calendar be adjusted (like many colleges) so that there is no Fall 

break? Will there be mandatory quarantine for families who travel? 

Our school calendar will remain as currently planned, unless mandated to change. We will be 

addressing parent and family practices (that take place outside of the school day) in our next weekly 

message.  We will need to collectively make a community commitment to model safe and healthy 

practices in order to keep our school healthy and open! 

3. If St. Simon has to go to e-learning, how will it look? 

While we fully intend to have in-person learning for our students beginning August 13th, if 

mandated, we have developed a comprehensive plan for delivering a highly-effective, Catholic 

education in a virtual environment. If we must have a remote learning experience for ALL Royals, it 

will look very different than last spring’s e-learning. If needed a Remote Learning Plan will be 

released during the week of August 10th.  

4. Will volunteers be assisting in the school? 

In accordance with the CDC, and the Indiana State and Marian County Health Department 

recommendations, we will not have parent volunteers or visitors during the 1st quarter. We greatly 

appreciate all of the help and support our parents provide, but in order to maintain a safe and 

healthy school building for our staff and students, we will not have outside visitors or volunteers 

until further notice.  

5. Will my students’ individual learning needs be met by the teacher or through technology?  

Our teachers are skilled at differentiating instruction to meet the needs of varying learning levels. 

The differentiation can be as simple as leveling questions asked during class discussion or altering 

students’ assignments, projects and assessments. Teacher differentiation is first and foremost in 

creating a personalized path for learning. Technology is used as a supplement to enrich or review 

skills. Technology is used as a tool for learning, not a substitute for great teaching.  


